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Study of Subcooled Film Boiling
on a Horizontal Disc:1
Part 2—Experiments
Experiments were performed to study subcooled film boiling of performance liquid
5060 (made by 3-M Company) on a horizontal copper disc. The experiments were
formed for two regimes of film boiling involving departing vapor bubbles (low subc
ing) and nondeparting vapor bubbles (high subcooling). By employing high speed d
camera, data were obtained for temporal variation of bubble height, bubble shape
bubble growth rate over one cycle. Heat flux data were deduced from tempera
measured with thermocouples embedded in the solid. The results from the num
model are compared with experimental data and are found to be in general agree
Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) experiments were performed for a configuratio
non-departing vapor bubbles to study the flow field in the liquid phase. The PTV ex
ments point to the existence of natural convection flow in the liquid phase and
qualitative agreement with the predictions available in the literature.
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1 Introduction
In subcooled film boiling the bulk temperature of the liqu

phase is lower than the saturation temperature. In such a situ
the heat flux at the wall is partitioned at the interface betwe
phase change and convective heat transfer into the subcoole
uid. This results in higher heat transfer compared to saturated
boiling.

Dhir and Purohit@1# observed experimentally that film boilin
heat transfer coefficients in subcooled film boiling on a sph
were 50–60 percent higher than those predicted by the lam
plane interface theory. The significant enhancement in liquid s
heat transfer was attributed to the alteration of flow field in
liquid by interfacial waves. Experimental results of Vijaykum
and Dhir@2,3# show that degree of subcooling significantly affec
the liquid side heat transfer in subcooled film boiling on a fl
vertical plate.

Nishio and Ohtake@4# observed that subcooled film boiling i
the ‘‘small cylinder diameter’’ regime could be divided into tw
distinct regimes, ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘singular.’’ In the ‘‘normal’’ re-
gime of film boiling~for R-113 as the test fluid and for heater wi
diameter greater than 0.2 mm! the boiling heat transfer coefficien
was found to increase with degree of subcooling. In the ‘‘sing
lar’’ regime of film boiling ~for R-113 as the test fluid and heat
wire diameter less than 0.2 mm!, the heat transfer coefficient
were found to decrease to a minimum with increasing subcool
However, the authors did not provide any explanation for t
peculiar behavior in the ‘‘singular’’ regime.

Kikuchi et al. @5# found that in saturated film boiling of wate
on silver coated spherical and cylindrical probes the liquid-so
~L-S! contacts occurred with a much higher frequency compa
to subcooled film boiling, in which the L-S contacts were almo
nonexistent. This pointed to the stabilizing influence of subco
ing on the vapor-liquid interface in subcooled film boiling. The
also found that the L-S contact frequency was lower for a cylin
than for a sphere.

Linear stability analysis performed by Busse and Schubert@6#
and also discussed by Busse@7#, for a system undergoing firs

1This work received support from the National Science Foundation.
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order phase change by heating from below pointed to the e
tence of different regimes of vapor-liquid interfacial instabilit
An application of this analysis was in a geothermal situat
where, for instance, water can be stably stratified over steam.
results of the aforementioned analysis were experimentally v
fied by Ahlers et al.@8#. The experiments involved isotropic
nematic phase transition of a liquid crystal. They reported vari
conditions where conduction temperature profile was obtaine
the heavier overlying nematic phase.

Under certain conditions of subcooling and wall heat flux v
ues the vapor film is stably stratified under the liquid pool
subcooled film boiling under pool boiling conditions. Study
such a configuration is helpful in understanding the hydrodyna
aspects of the vapor-liquid interface and heat transfer into
subcooled liquid. Such a situation was reported by Ayazi and D
@9#, for subcooled film boiling of water on a horizontal cylinde
The authors argued that such a configuration of stationary va
liquid interface can exist only when the vapor production rate
the film matches the condensation rate at the bubble interf
Based on the experimental results, the authors proposed a crit
for the onset of collapse of subcooled film boiling on a horizon
cylinder.

Though there is a huge body of literature on subcooled fi
boiling—very few investigations have been performed to und
stand the hydrodynamics of film boiling on a horizontal flat pla
Part of the reason can be ascribed to the difficulty in gather
experimental data for evolution of the interface on a flat pl
~compared to say, on a horizontal cylinder! and also in proper pos
processing of the experimental data. The difficulty arises beca
of obstruction of the view by bubbles departing in front and ba
of the focal plane. This study was performed to enhance the
derstanding of subcooled film boiling on a horizontal flat pla
under pool boiling conditions. The objectives of the present inv
tigation were to:~1! compare the hydrodynamic and wall he
transfer experimental data with numerical predictions for a c
figuration of departing bubbles at low subcoolings; and~2! study
the occurrence of a stably stratified vapor layer under the liq
pool for subcooled film boiling on a horizontal disc at high su
coolings and compare the results with the numerical prediction
Banerjee et al.@10#.

For this purpose, film boiling experiments were performed fro
low to high subcoolings. In the experiments, spacing of the bub
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releasing nodes, bubble shape during the evolution of the in
face, bubble growth rate, flow field in the liquid and overall he
transfer rate were measured.

2 Experimental Apparatus
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The test sec

consists of a cylindrical test heater block~machined from one end
of a 99.99 percent pure solid copper cylinder! placed on a stee
base plate and forms the base of a cubic viewing chamber~15 cm
each side!. The test heater block was machined to a diamete
88.9 mm and a height of 42.18 mm. Holes were drilled into
copper cylinder from bottom to insert several cartridge heat
Temperature was measured with thermocouples embedded i
test block. The test liquid was confined to the viewing cham
and was boiled on the copper surface. A cooling coil made
copper tubing was placed just under the free surface of the
liquid. Antifreeze mixture~mixture of ethylene glycol and water!
was used as a cooling fluid. The antifreeze mixture was chille
an external chiller unit to215°C and pumped through the coolin
coil to cool the test liquid and obtain the required degree of s
cooling. The temperature drop of the cooling fluid in the chil
tubes was maintained at less than 1°C to ensure uniform coo
at the free surface. Complete details of the apparatus are give
Banerjee@11#.

Visualization studies were performed to determine the interf
motion. The viewing chamber was illuminated from outside w
tungsten filament incandescent light source placed behind op
diffuser plates. Vapor bubbles were photographed with a dig
camera~manufactured by HiSys Inc.! at framing rates ranging
from 450 to 1024 frames/s. A measuring scale was glued on
side of the steel jacket for calibration of the digital video pictur
Simultaneous acquisition of thermocouple data for heat flux
wall temperature and video pictures for temporal variation
bubble height and bubble spacing was made. A few time expo
still photographs were also recorded on high speed photogra
films. Various lense combinations ranging from 35–210 mm w
tried for obtaining motion pictures on the video camera as wel
for the still photographs. The pictures of the vapor bubbles on
heater were obtained by taking video pictures at an angle from
side of the viewing chamber. The angle of inclination, with r
spect to the horizontal plane, of the video camera varied from
deg to 20 deg. The distance between vapor bubbles was mea
for vapor bubbles lying in a plane perpendicular to the view
axis. This was done to obviate the optical distortions arising fr
the inclination of the camera.
286 Õ Vol. 123, APRIL 2001
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Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) Measurements.With the
objective of studying the flow-field within the liquid pool at hig
subcoolings, the liquid pool above the heater was seeded
particles and the video pictures of the particle motion were
corded. Since a priori information was available about the o
mum particle concentration, proper intensity and lighting tec
niques as well as the required camera parameters~e.g.,
magnification, resolution of the digital video camera, expos
time, etc.! for minimizing the errors in the data, the experimen
procedure was based on trial and error. The particles used in
experiment were ground fish scales with a metallized coating
Aluminum. The particles had a nominal diameter of 10mm. Also,
the particles had widely varying density distribution—depend
on the amount of metallized coating. Hence, particles with sim
density as the test fluid~PF-5060! were obtained by floatation
separation technique. In following this technique, particles w
well stirred in a container of PF-5060. The particles with sa
density as liquid PF-5060 remained suspended in the liquid
were sucked out with a pipette, thus separating them from
floating particles at the free surface of the liquid and the part
sediments settled at the bottom of the container. This way a sl
of particles in PF-5060 was obtained with the solid particles h
ing the same density as the liquid PF-5060.

The particles were introduced from above into the liquid po
during subcooled film boiling with a pipette and a plunger. T
pipette was filled with the slurry of the particles in PF-5060 a
was placed in the upper portion of the plane of imaging. The fo
plane of the high speed digital camera was aligned with the i
minating plane. Illumination was achieved with a 600W Low
Omni stage lamp~manufacturer: Omni Inc.! placed behind a col-
limator arrangement to generate a light sheet of approximate
mm thickness. He-Ne lasers of power rating 10mW, 100mW, a
300mW were also tried as illumination sources. However th
were found to be unsuitable due to rapid attenuation of the i
mination intensity of the light sheet.

To determine the flow field in the liquid, it was necessary
obtain simultaneous image of the particles and the vapor bubb
Light scattered by the particles was sufficient to obtain an im
on the digital video camera placed perpendicular to the light sh
However, the light reflected by the vapor bubbles was insuffici
to obtain an image on the digital video camera. Hence, a 60
incandescent light source was placed on the side opposite to
camera, along with a set of diffuser plates to obtain a faint outl
of the vapor bubbles in the images. This unconventional arran
ment ~compared to standard two-dimensional PTV! was necessi-
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus
Transactions of the ASME
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tated by the need to obtain uniform background illumination
well as to restrict the illumination intensity to obtain images
particles and vapor bubbles at the same instant.

2.1 Experimental Procedure. The test surface was rubbe
with 500 grit emery paper followed by 1000 grit emery paper a
cleaned with acetone, prior to any test run. The test surface
heated to a temperature above the required superheat an
viewing chamber was filled with the test liquid to a certain fix
height.

A data acquisition system, consisting of a digital to analog c
verter and 16 channel data logger~manufacturer: Strawberry
Tree!, was used to record the signals from the thermocoup
placed inside the copper block, on the outer surface of the s
jacket, in the test liquid, and the side walls of the test section

The wall heat flux was adjusted by a variac to achieve
required superheat for obtaining film boiling under steady-s
conditions. Tests were considered to be steady state when
temperature of the test block changed less than61°C in 5 min-
utes. The liquid temperature changes were less than60.5°C in 1
minute for liquid subcooling upto 20°C. Care was taken to av
liquid thermal stratification. The liquid thermal stratification w
found to be less than 0.5°C in a height of over 5 cm for subco
ings upto 20°C. The liquid subcooling was varied from 0 to 42
and the wall superheat was varied from 50 to 100°C.

After steady state conditions were established the video cam
was focussed on an area on the test surface for video captu
temporal evolution of vapor bubbles. The image of the measu
scale was recorded at the end of each experimental run for
brating the magnification parameters of the camera and su
quent post processing for calculation of the bubble height.

2.2 Data Reduction

Wavelength Measurements.The radial location of bubbles
was measured in pixels from the individual digital frames of t
video pictures and converted to the actual distance, by multiply
with camera magnification. This enabled the measurement of
wavelengths in the radial direction. The circumferential direct
wavelengths were obtained by counting the number of bubble
each concentric ring. From this the average bubble separation
tance in the circumferential direction was obtained by dividing
circumference of the ring by the number of bubbles.

Bubble Growth Rate Measurements.From the video films the
height of the evolving interface was determined as a function
time. The interfacial velocity was obtained by taking the tempo
derivative of the bubble height (zmax). The interfacial velocity in
this situation is given by

dzmax

dt
5

~Dzmax!

~Dt !
(1)

The growth rate is given by

v5
zo

zmax

d~zmax/zo!

dt
5

d

dt
~ ln@zmax/zo# !, (2)

where,zo is the undisturbed height of the vapor layer from t
wall.

Particle Tracking Velocity Measurements.Using the ‘‘path-
line method,’’ the velocity field in the liquid pool was measure
with particles seeded in the liquid. In this method the displa
ment of a specific particle was measured between two consec
video frames to obtain the velocity as

u5
Ds

S
f , (3)

wheres is the displacement of the particle,S is the magnification
factor of the camera, andf is the framing rate of the video camer
Journal of Heat Transfer
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The calculated value of the velocity was assigned to the mid-p
between the initial and final locations of the particle.

Heat Flux Measurements.In steady-state tests, surface he
fluxes are readily calculated using the spatial temperature di
bution recorded from the thermocouples. One-dimensional h
flow was found to exist inside the test heater block. The tempe
ture distribution in the copper block was linear and the heat fl
qW , was evaluated from the gradient of the temperature profile
the copper block, as

qW5ks

DT

Dy
, (4)

whereks is the thermal conductivity of heater test block mater
~copper!, DT is the temperature differential between two therm
couples lying in the same vertical plane, andDy is the distance
between them. The surface temperature was obtained by sim
extrapolating the temperature profile to the surface. Hence,
average wall Nusselt number NuW

% and the average heat transf
coefficient in film boilingh% can be defined as

NuW
% 5

qWl o

DTWkv
; h% 5

qW

DTW
. (5)

The characteristic length scale,l o and growth frequency,vo , in
film boiling are defined as

l o5F g

~r l2rv!gG1/2

; vo5F S r l2rv

r l1rv
D S g

l o
D G1/2

. (6)

2.3 Error Analysis. The uncertainty in heat flux data is es
timated to be612 percent whereas the uncertainty in heat trans
coefficient values is estimated to be615 percent. The error in
measurement of interface height is estimated to be610 percent,
in interface velocity,611 percent and in interface growth fre
quency616 percent. For details of error analyses the reade
referred to Banerjee@11#.

The net error in displacement measurement of particles in
PTV experiments is calculated to be610 percent neglecting the
three-dimensional effects of the velocity field. By including th
three-dimensional effects in the velocity field this error is es
mated to be less than 15 percent. The net error in velocity de
mination is estimated to be about610.5 percent when neglectin
the three-dimensional effects and is estimated to be about615
percent when including the three-dimensional effects.

3 Results and Discussion
Experimental observations of interfacial behavior and wall h

transfer were made for a range of liquid subcoolings. At lo
liquid subcoolings the interface was observed to evolve as
saturated film boiling and vapor bubbles were released in a reg
and cyclic manner from the interface. However, at high subco
ings the interface acquired a static shape. As such, discussio
results is divided into low and high subcooling cases.

3.1 Low Subcooling. For film boiling under subcooled con
ditions data were taken for dominant wavelength, interface sh
growth of interface, growth rate and for the heat transfer coe
cient and comparisons were made with predictions.

Dominant Wavelength.Because of the passage through t
pool of the bubbles leaving the interface, it was difficult to captu
an unambiguous view of the orientation and location of the bub
releasing nodes at low subcoolings. However, with increased
cooling the interface acquired a nearly static shape, as will
discussed in more detail later. In this situation a clear view of
location of the bubble releasing nodes could be obtained. Th
depicted in the photograph in Fig. 2. In this photograph the lo
tion of wave peaks in several radial rings and in the azimut
direction can be clearly seen. It is in this context that Fig. 2
contained in this section on low subcooling. From such pho
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 287
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graphs the ring radius as a function of discrete values of the
number,n, from the center and the number of wave modes~m! in
thenth ring could be obtained. Figure 3 compares with the data
dimensionless value of ring radius as a function of ring numbern,
with that predicted from the analysis. It is seen that though ther
some variability in the data obtained from different experimen
the predictions are in general agreement with data. A similar c
parison of the number of wave modes,m, as function ofn is
performed in Fig. 4. Although the agreement between predicti
from analysis and data is reasonable, the data also show sc
Some scatter in the data is not unexpected because of some l
merger of bubbles. Any merger can reduce the number of w
modes by one, until the original pattern re-establishes. G
agreement with analytical predictions of the measured value
r nd

, andm suggest that as assumed in the analysis the domi

Fig. 2 Digital image of non-departing bubbles arranged on
concentric rings on a horizontal circular plate for superheat of
52°C and subcooling of 42°C obtained from a single frame of
movie. Camera angle: 10 deg to the horizontal. Test-Fluid: PF-
5060. About 5 percent of the bubbles were found to depart by
merger of contiguous bubbles caused by natural convection
circulation induced into the liquid pool from the side walls.

Fig. 3 Comparison of prediction for most probable values of
r n for different rings with the experimental measurements
288 Õ Vol. 123, APRIL 2001
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wavelength in the radial and azimuthal directions are the same
are equal to two-dimensional Taylor wavelength,ld2 . By divid-
ing the total surface area of the disc with the number of wa
nodes, the area supported by one node is found to be appr
matelyld2

2 . This is within 65 percent of the predicted values.

Comparison of Interface Shapes.Comparison is made for the
interface shape predictions from numerical simulations with va
bubble pictures taken during experiments and is shown in Fig
for subcooled film boiling of PF-5060 at a wall superheat
DTW5100°C andDTsub510°C. Three frames prior to bubble
departure are shown in Fig. 5 in three separate rows. The pic

Fig. 4 Comparison of prediction for most probable values of
r n with the experimental measurements of number of crests in
a ring

Fig. 5 Comparison of shapes of vapor bubbles obtained from
experiments with numerical predictions of interface shape for
subcooled film boiling of PF-5060 at a wall superheat of DTW
Ä100°C and DTsubÄ10°C. The pictures are at 1.2 ms intervals
starting at 39.1 ms from the detected formation of the vapor
bulge.
Transactions of the ASME
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on the right in each row was obtained from a single frame of
video motion picture recorded from experiments. The left plot
each row is the shape of the bubble obtained from numer
analyses at corresponding time step prior to bubble departur
the middle of the predicted and observed bubble shapes is
superimposition. It is found that the predicted interfacial sha
agree quite well with the experimental data.

Interface Position. The highest position of the interface from
the wall was measured in experiments and is plotted in Figs. 6
7 for liquid subcoolings of 5°C (Jal* 50.069) and 10°C (Jal*
50.133), respectively. In both cases data are plotted as a func
of time from two different experiments. The interface height
normalized with initial vapor thickness of 0.77 mm and time
normalized with respect to inverse of the growth rate obtain
from linear stability analysis for infinite fluid layers. In these fi
ures the solid line represents prediction from the numerical si
lations whereas the dotted line is from the linear stability theo
The last point on the solid lines represent the initial height j
before departure and at the end of the measured growth pe
The numerical simulations correctly predict the nonlinear beh
ior of the interface during its evolution, especially slowing dow
of the interface in the later stages of the end of growth period.
model generally tends to underpredict the maximum interf
position just prior to bubble pinch off by about 10 percent. Ho
ever the observed growth periods lie within610 percent of the
predictions.

Fig. 6 Comparison of experimental data „denoted by various
marker symbols … with numerical predictions „denoted by solid
line … for temporal variation of bubble height for wall superheat,
DTWÄ100°C and liquid subcoolings, DTsubÄ5°C. The dotted
line represents prediction from linear stability theory.
Journal of Heat Transfer
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Growth Rate. The interface growth rate was obtained fro
data such as plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 by dividing the displacem
at two consecutive times with the time interval between the tw
The corresponding frequency normalized with the ‘‘most dang
ous frequency’’ (0.62vo) for infinite vapor-liquid layers is plot-
ted in Figs. 8 and 9. In these figures the abscissa is the dimen
less position of the peak of the interface. The dotted line in th
figures marks the ‘‘most dangerous frequency’’ (vdf

) where the
vapor layer is assumed to have a finite thickness of 0.77 mm (zo).
The solid line is the prediction from the numerical simulation
The growth rate is predicted to increase to a maximum value
the interface evolves, acquire a nearly constant value before
creasing again to or below the finite vapor layer value bef
bubble ‘‘pinch off.’’ The predictions are seen to be in gene
agreement with the data, although the data show significant s
ter. Two possible reasons for this large scatter are identified.
is the uncertainty~616 percent! that exists when the derivative i
obtained by taking a ratio of two small quantities. The seco
originates from the occasional merger of two neighbori
bubbles. The merger resulted in the departure of a larger bub
The wake left behind by the larger bubble distorted the flow fi
and caused an asymmetric growth rate of the interface in
vicinity.

Wall Heat Transfer. From the wall heat flux measured i
steady state experiments and the deduced wall temperature
heat transfer coefficient and in turn the area and time avera

Fig. 7 Comparison of experimental data „denoted by various
marker symbols … with numerical predictions „denoted by solid
line … for temporal variation of bubble height for wall superheat,
DTWÄ100°C and liquid subcoolings, DTsubÄ10°C. The dotted
line represents prediction from linear stability theory.
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 289
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Nusselt number, NuW% could be obtained. The values of NuW
% ob-

tained in different experiments for liquid subcoolings upto 29.4
are given in Table 1. In this table the values of NuW

% predicted
from the numerical simulations are also listed. It should be no
that numerical predictions were made for constant heater sur
temperature whereas the experiments were conducted by con
ling the wall heat flux. It has been shown by Banerjee et al.@12#
that because of spatial and temporal variations of the heat tran
coefficient, local heater surface temperature varies with ti
However, for a thick copper surface the temperature variations
not expected to be significant and in turn the difference in
predicted heat transfer coefficient for constant wall tempera
and for constant heat flux cases is expected to be quite smal

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the experimentally measu
NuW
% with the numerical predictions as a function of liquid su
cooling. It is found that the predictions are about 20 percent lo
than the best fit through the data. Two possible reasons are
vanced for this underprediction. One is the uncertainty that ex
in the thermophysical properties of PF-5060 vapor, especi
thermal conductivity and viscosity. The second is that the num
cal simulations are based on a two-dimensional axisymme
model of the film boiling process. In reality the process is th
dimensional.

3.2 High Subcooling. At a wall superheat of 50°C and liq
uid subcooling greater than 38°C the interface was observe
acquire a near static shape. A photograph of the film boiling p
nomena under static conditions of the interface is shown in Fig
Under the static interface condition, however, about 3–5 perc
of the vapor bubbles were observed to depart from the hea

Fig. 8 Comparison of experimental data „denoted by various
marker symbols … with numerical predictions „denoted by solid
line … for temporal variation of bubble growth rate with bubble
height. The dotted line represents prediction of growth rate,
vd f

, from linear stability theory.
290 Õ Vol. 123, APRIL 2001
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Some bubble mergers occurred between the neighboring bub
on the same ring as well as between bubbles lying on the adja
rings. The radial as well as azimuthal movement of the bubble
believed to result from the toroidal single phase convective c
that were present in the liquid. After bubble merger the orde
separation distance between the bubbles was distorted. How
subsequent to bubble departure, new bubble releasing nodes
seen to develop and the node separation distance was foun
restore to its original value.

Flow Field. Particle Tracking Velocimetry~two-dimensional!
provided the flow field in the liquid pool when the interface w
nearly static. Figure 11 shows the liquid field obtained from p
ticle velocimetry at intervals of 4 ms. Since particle density
pool was sparse~to facilitate localized measurements! particle po-
sitions from five consecutive video frames were combined
gether to obtain the information contained in each plot. The p
ticle locations in each frame were mapped and the velocity fi
was evaluated from displacement of the particles. The view
area was restricted to an area of 7 mm square in order to ach
the optimum resolution for the video camera. The viewing pla
was chosen to begin just above the surface of the heater with
objective of studying the flow field above the interface. Howev
this placed a constraint on the measurements sincethe pa
concentration tended to be lower near the wall due to lesser
gree of convective motion just above the thin film region.

It is noted that velocity vectors in general show a downwa
motion in the region~valley! between two nodes. Above the cres
~the larger bubble in Fig. 11! the velocity vectors are pointed

Fig. 9 Comparison of experimental data „denoted by various
marker symbols … with numerical predictions „denoted by solid
line … for temporal variation of bubble growth rate with bubble
height. The dotted line represents prediction of growth rate,
vd f

, from linear stability theory.
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Downlo
upwards. The velocity vectors do show a general motion fr
right to left. It is believed that the cause of this motion is t
toroidal convective cells that were also present in the liquid po
Highest measured velocities of 100 mm/s are comparable to t
predicted from the simulations of Banerjee et al.@10# for convec-
tion in a cylindrical cell with a bubble like protrusion at th
bottom.

Heat Transfer. The Nusselt numbers based on the area
time averaged heat transfer coefficient obtained under the s
mode are listed in Table 2. The data for the static mode was ta
over a rather limited range of wall superheats and liquid subc
ings. In the static mode, vapor produced in the thin film reg
between adjacent bubbles is condensed at the upper surface
bubble. As a result all of the energy transferred from the wal
dissipated into the pool through single phase natural convec
The vapor liquid interface and the surface of the cooling co
serve as high and low temperature surfaces, respectively. On
interface liquid suction~in the region where evaporation take
place! occurs. However, its effect on the natural convection h
transfer is considered to be small.

In the numerical simulation of the convective process in
circular cell surrounding a bubble, the height of the bubble p
trusion was varied parametrically in the study by Banerjee et
@10#. It was seen that the presence of the protrusion on the lo
surface was to enhance the overall heat transfer. However
effect was not significant, as in the range of parameters studied
enhancement was always less than 20 percent. Also the hig

Table 1 Data obtained from low subcooling steady-state ex-
periments.
Journal of Heat Transfer
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Rayleigh number considered in their work was 106. In Fig. 12, the
Nusselt numbers predicted from their work are plotted as a fu
tion of Rayleigh number. The chainlines represent the extrap
tion of their predictions to Rayleigh numbers upto 23108. For the
numerical analysis, Rayleigh number was based on the heigH
of the liquid layer above the interface~which was equal to 4 times
the vapor bubble radius!. For fluid properties of PF-5060 the valu
of H is 1.28 cm. In Fig. 12 the Nusselt numbers from Table 1
also plotted. In plotting these data, the values listed in Tabl
were multiplied by (kv /k l3H/ l o). It is interesting to note that
the results predicted from the extrapolated correlations nic
bound the data. Correlations for natural convection in cylind
with heated bottom, cooled top and insulated boundary have b
reported by several investigators. Fishenden and Saunders@13#
proposed a correlation of the form

Nu%50.1Ra1/3, (7)

whereas Chavanne et al.@14# proposed the correlation

Nu%50.17Ra2/7. (8)

In Fig. 12 these correlations are also plotted. It is noted that
observed value of Nusselt number is about 40 percent higher
the prediction from correlation of Fishenden and Saunders@13#.
Some underprediction by correlation Eqs. 7 and 8 is expec
since they were obtained for rigid bounding wall of the cylinde
In the present work near zero shear stress condition exists a
plane of symmetry between two nodes. Also, these correlat
did not account for the presence of a protrusion at the low
surface.

4 Conclusions

1 Experimental validations of the numerical predictions for t
evolution of the interface shape, temporal position of the int
face, interface growth rates and wall heat flux values were p
formed. The numerical predictions are found to be in gene
agreement with the PF-5060 data obtained at low subcooling

2 The numerical simulations, generally underpredict the bub
height at departure by about 10 percent. However, the inter
shape, interface evolution and interface growth rates prior
bubble departure are predicted within the range of experime
uncertainties. The growth rates of the liquid-vapor interface
subcooled film boiling were found to decrease with increase
subcooling.

Fig. 10 Comparison of predictions for Nu W
% with experimental

data for wall super-heat, DTWÄ100°C, and liquid subcooling up
to DTsubÄ22°C
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 291
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292 Õ V

Downloaded 24 M
Fig. 11 Sample results from two-dimensional, PTV experiments showing the spatial distribution of velocity
vectors at a particular instant. The frames are 4 ms apart. The protrusions depict outline of two vapor bubbles.
p

i

l of
b-
3 The wall heat flux values were underpredicted by about
percent for steady-state data. However, the model correctly
dicts the rate of increase of wall heat transfer with increase
subcooling.

4 At high subcoolings the interface acquires a static shape
5 The results from two-dimensional PTV experiments qual

tively match the velocity field predictions obtained from the sta

Table 2 Heat transfer results for high subcoolings
ol. 123, APRIL 2001

ay 2010 to 165.91.74.118. Redistribution subject to ASME li
20
re-
in
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ta-
tic

model of Banerjee et al.@10#. The flow in the liquid pool is to-
wards the valleys and is away from the protrusions.

6 The experimental data for NuW
% at high liquid subcoolings are

bounded by the extrapolated results from the numerical mode
Banerjee et al.@10# for the static bubble case. Correlations o

Fig. 12 Comparison of predictions for Nu% from numerical re-
sults of Banerjee et al. †10‡ for B ÕHÄ0 and B ÕHÄ0.24 with
steady-state experimental data from Table 2. Correlction of
Fishenden and Saunders †13‡ has been plotted as ‘‘Eq. „7…’’ and
Correlation of Chavanne et al. †14‡ has been plotted as ‘‘Eq.
„8….’’ Extrapolated trend lines for numerical predictions of Ban-
erjee et al. †10‡ are also shown.
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tained from literature for natural convection in circular cylinde
underpredict the experimental values of NuW

% by about 40 percent

Nomenclature

B 5 height of bubble
f 5 camera framing rate

H 5 height of liquid pool above heater surface
m 5 wave number in the azimuthal direction
n 5 ring number in the radial direction
S 5 camera magnification factor
s 5 displacement
k 5 thermal conductivity

Subscripts

max 5 maximum
d 5 corresponding to ‘‘most dangerous’’ or fastest growin

wave
f 5 value obtained from linear stability theory
s 5 substrate heater property

Superscripts

% 5 space and time average quantity
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